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(57) ABSTRACT 

The invention provides a reliable write method of data on an 
optical record carrier without changing the conventional 
configuration of an information recording apparatus. The 
invention uses the errors occurred in reading ATIP codes 
and/or the reflected signal from the surface of the record 
carrier to decide if the storage unit on the record carrier is 
eligible to store data. The defective storage units are labeled 
as unrecordable. 
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WRITE STRATEGY FOR OPTICAL RECORD 
CARRIER 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a method of writing data 
on an optical record carrier Such as a CD-R (compact disk 
recordable), a CD-RW (compact disk rewritable), a MO-disk 
(magneto-optical disk), and the like. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

In a state-of-art record carrier, such as CD-R, CD-RW or 
MO disk, a wobbled pregroove is typically provided for 
marking ATIP (absolute time in pregroove) codes. The ATIP 
codes provide a basis for the data recording apparatus to read 
or write information on the record carrier. The prior arts 
regarding the wobbled pregroove and ATIP codes may be 
found in the U.S. Pat. No. 5,226,027 and “Orange Book”, 
3rd edition, published by Philip corp. in 1997. 

However, based on the prior arts, writing error and inter 
ruption still occur during writing of data on the record car 
rier. So a portion of or entire record carrier cannot be read 
due to the writing errors. The major possible reasons for the 
unsuccessful recording of data on the storage unit of record 
carrier include the defects, scratches and stains which are not 
detected prior to the writing of data. 

These reasons are described summarily as follows. (1) 
Wrong ATLP codes with inconsistent CIRC checksum are 
marked on the record carrier. (2) Format not complying with 
the standard format specified in “Orange Book”. (3) 
Scratches are accidentally made over the substrate of the 
record carrier after the manufacture of the record carrier. (4) 
The finger print, dust and stains imposed over the record 
carrier after the manufacture of the record carrier. (5) The 
scratches are made over the reflective layer of the record 
carrier after the manufacture of the record carrier. 

Aforesaid defects of (1), (2) affect the quality of the 
record carrier significantly and defect in (2) mainly results 
from the issues of material and procedure control during the 
manufacturing. The defects due to the reason (2) can not be 
easily detected by the reflected signal from the surface of 
record carrier. However, by detecting error occurred in read 
ing ATIP codes, the detection of the defects of (1) and (2) 
can be accomplished easily. Moreover, the detection of ATIP 
codes can be implemented by using the current information 
record system. Therefore, detecting of ATIP codes can be 
used as index indicative of the quality of record carrier. 

The defects of (3), (4) and (5) can be detected by the 
reflected signal from the surface of the record carrier. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

Accordingly, an objective of the present invention is to 
provide a method of write data over an optical record carrier 
employing the pregroove and ATIP code. The invention is to 
Successfully detect the storage units, on the record carrier, on 
which data can not be written. Furthermore, the storage 
units, on which data can not be written due to defects, 
scratches and stains, are labeled as unrecordable. 

Another objective of the invention is to provide a reliable 
write method of data over an optical record carrier without 
changing the configuration of an information recording 
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2 
apparatus. The invention is implemented by detecting the 
error occurring in reading ATIP codes and the reflected sig 
nal from the surface of the record carrier. 

According to a first preferred embodiment of the 
invention, a method is provided for writing data on a storage 
unit of a record carrier having a pregroove on which a prede 
termined ATIP codes are marked. A predetermined sets of 
number-ranges are defined. Each set of number-range corre 
sponds to a write speed and a write power used to write data 
on the storage unit. The method includes the steps of: 

(1) reading the pregroove ATIP codes from the servo track 
of the storage unit; 

(2) generating an error-count by analyzing the decoded 
ATIP codes from the corresponding storage unit; 

(3) determining whether the error-count obtained falls 
within one set of number-range; and 
(31) if No in step (3), labeling the storage unit as unre 

cordable; 
(32) if YES in step (3), writing data on the-storage unit 

based on the write speed and the write power corre 
sponding to the one set of number-range. 

The error-count of the decoded ATIP is the accumulated 
number of occurrences of either one of the following errors: 
(a) the CIRC checksum of the decoded ATIP code is error, 
but can be corrected; (b) the CIRC checksum of the decoded 
ATIP code is error, and can not be corrected; and (c) the 
min/sec/frame time value is not continued between two con 
secutive storage units. 
The advantage and spirit of the invention may be under 

stood by the following recitations together with the 
appended drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE APPENDED 
DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an information recording 
apparatus which the invention can be applied to. 

FIG. 2 is a flowchart showing a method according to a first 
preferred embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing a method according to a 
second preferred embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing a method according to a 
third preferred embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing a method according to a 
fourth preferred embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Referring to FIG. 1, the information recording apparatus 1 
of a conventional type records optical signals (information 
patterns) of a Suitable recording format, e.g. standard CD 
format or RDAT format, on an optical record carrier 116. 
The optical record carrier 116 may be of a type provided 
with a radiation-sensitive layer of for example, a phase 
change material or a dye. The record carrier 116 is provided 
with a servo track assisting the recording of the information 
patterns. 

In general, the servo track of the record carrier 116 utilizes 
a track modulation approach usually implemented in form of 
a track-wobble. Typically, a wobbled pregroove is formed on 
the record carrier 116 as the track-wobble. In the track 
wobble, the frequency is modulated in conformity with an 
address information signal in form of ATIP (absolute time in 
pregroove) codes. 
A conventional optical read/write head 105 is arranged to 

read/write the record carrier 116 rotating along an axis 102. 
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The optical read/write head 105 selectively moves in a radial 
direction of the record carrier 116 by a conventional posi 
tioning device. As shown in FIG. 1, the position device may 
be, for example, in the form of a motor 103 and a axle 104. If 
desired, the read/write head 105 can be employed both for 
recording and for reading information patterns. 
The read/write head 105 includes a semiconductor laser 

for generating a radiation beam 107a whose intensity is var 
ied by a control circuit 107. In a known manner, the radiation 
beam 107a is aimed at the servo track of the record carrier 
116. The radiation beam 107a is partly reflected from the 
record carrier 116, and then the reflected beam is modulated 
in conformity with the track-wobble, and, if an information 
pattern has been recorded, also in conformity with the infor 
mation pattern. The reflected beam is directed toward a 
radiation sensitive detector 108a, which generates a read sig 
nal V1 corresponding to the beam modulation. The signal V1 
includes a component produced by the track-wobble and the 
component has a frequency of approximately 22 kHz. By 
means of a motor control circuit 108 for controlling the 
motor 100, the motor speed is controlled so as to maintain 
the frequency of the component within the read signal V1 
due to the track-wobble at substantially 22 kHz. The motor 
100 and the turntable 101 together drive the record carrier 
116 rotating along the axis 102. The read signal V1 is 
applied to a detection circuit 109. The detection circuit 109 
derives the ATIP codes from the component in the read sig 
nal V1 associated with the track-wobble and applies ATIP 
codes to a processing unit including, for example, a micro 
processor 110. Moreover, the read signal V1 is applied to an 
amplifier circuit 111 having a high-pass characteristics to 
reject the low-frequency signal component associated with 
the track-wobble. The signal output from the amplifier cir 
cuit 111 is applied to the analysis circuit 65 which indicates 
the quality of read information patterns. An embodiment of 
the analysis circuit 65 will be described hereinafter. The 
analysis signal Va output from the analysis circuit 65 is 
applied to the microprocessor 110. 
The information recording apparatus 1 further includes a 

conventional CIRC (cross interleaved Reed-Solomon codes) 
encoding circuit 112 adapted to receive the signal Vi to be 
recorded by the information recording apparatus 1. In an 
embodiment, the signal Vi to be recorded is applied to CIRC 
encoding circuit 112 via a switch 115 which is controlled by 
the microprocessor 110. The CIRC encoding circuit 112 is 
arranged in series with a conventional EFM modulator 113. 
The EFM modulator 113 as its output connected to the driver 
circuit 107. The driver circuit 107 is of a conventional con 
trollable type which selectively adjusts the parameters 
affecting the quality of the recorded information pattern. 
One parameter may be, for example, the intensity of the 
radiation beam during the formation of the information pat 
terns. In the case that the information patterns are formed 
with radiation pulses of constant duration, this duration may 
be an important parameter of affecting the quality of the 
applied information pattern. On the other hand, in the case of 
magneto-optical recording system, the strength of the mag 
netic field present in the record-carrier area and Scanned by 
the radiation beam may be an important parameter. 

For the purpose of generating a test information pattern, 
the information recording apparatus 1 may include a test 
signal generator 114, which generates, for example, a ran 
dom digital signal or generates a signal corresponding to the 
digital Zero value signal, i.e. a digital silence condition. 
However, it is to be noted that the signal Vican also be used 
to form the test information patterns. The signal generated 
by the test signal generator 114 is applied to the CIRC 
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4 
encoding circuit 112 via the switch 115. The switch 115, 
depending on the control signal from the microprocessor 
110, selectively transfers either the signal Vi or the output 
signal of the test signal generator 114 to the CIRC encoding 
circuit 112. In addition, to detect a high-frequency signal 
component in the read signal V1, the information recording 
apparatus 1 may include a high-frequency detector 120 dis 
posed between the read/write head 105 and the microproces 
Sor 110. 
The invention detects error-count or error-ratio occurred 

in reading ATIP codes to decide which storage units on the 
record carrier can not store data. Furthermore, the defected 
storage units are labeled as unrecordable. In addition, to 
enhance the reading reliability of the information patterns 
representative of data recorded on the storage units, the 
invention employs the reflected signal from the surface of 
the record carrier to detect the defect cause of the storage 
unit. Hereinafter, a single storage unit on the record carrier is 
taken to illustrate the spirit and characteristics of the inven 
tion. 

As recited above, the record carrier has a pregroove on 
which the predetermined ATIP codes are marked. Referring 
to FIG. 2 which disclosed a first preferred embodiment of 
the invention. In the first preferred embodiment, an error 
count occurred in reading ATIP codes is employed to decide 
if the data are written to the storage unit. A predetermined 
sets of number-ranges are initially defined. Each set of 
number-range corresponds to a write speed (S) and a write 
power (P) used to write data on the storage unit. The step 
S20 is start point of the invention to define the predetermined 
sets of number-range. In step S21, the invention scans the 
storage unit. In step S21, the data on the pregroove corre 
sponding to the storage unit are read and one error-count is 
generated by comparing the data obtained with the predeter 
mined ATIP codes corresponding to the storage unit. In step 
S23, the invention decides whether the error-count obtained 
falls within one set of number-range and which set of 
number-range the error-count falls within. 

If YES in step S23, step S24 is then performed to write the 
data on the storage unit based on the write speed S equaling 
to Si and the write power P equaling Pi. Si and Pi are respec 
tively the write speed and write power corresponding to the 
set of number-range determined in the step S23. If NO in 
step S23, step S25 is then performed to label the storage unit 
as unrecordable. 

Referring to FIG.3, a second preferred embodiment of the 
invention is disclosed. Same as the second embodiment, the 
record carrier has a pregroove on which predetermined ATIP 
codes are marked. However, in the second preferred 
embodiment, an error-count occurred in reading ATIP codes 
and the reflected signal are employed to decide if the data are 
written to the storage unit. According to the preferred 
embodiment, N stages are initially defined based on different 
writing speeds, where N is a positive integer. Each stage 
corresponds to a write speed and a write power used to write 
data on the storage unit and corresponds to a number-range 
and a reflected-signal range respectively. 
At the start point, the step S30 is performed to define the 

N stages recited above. Afterwards, step S31 is performed to 
scan the storage unit is scanned. Afterwards, step S32 is 
performed to read the ATIP codes on the pregroove corre 
sponding to the storage unit and generate the error-count by 
comparing the data obtained with the predetermined ATIP 
codes corresponding to the storage unit. The step S33 is 
performed to retrieve the reflected signal corresponding to 
the storage unit. The reflected signal obtained has a valley 
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value, R. The step S33 is performed to determine 
whether the error-count obtained in step S32 falls within the 
number-range corresponding to an Ith stage, where I is an 
integer ranging from 1 to N. If YES in step S34, step S35 is 
then performed. The step S35 is performed to determine if 
Ryn falls within the reflected-signal range corresponding 
to a Jth stage, where J is an integer ranging from 1 to N. If 
No in step S35, step S38 is then performed. In step S38, the 
storage unit is labeled as unrecordable. If YES in step S35, 
step S36 is then performed. In step S36, the invention selects 
the higher value of I and Jobtained in steps 34, 35 as value of 
H. That is, if I is greater than J, then H is equal to I, and vice 
versa. In step 37, the data are written on the storage unit 
based on the write speed and the write power corresponding 
to the Hth stage. If NO in step S34, step S38 is then per 
formed to label the storage unit as unrecordable. 
Due to the absorption and scattering by the surface of the 

record carrier over the radiation beam, the strength of the 
reflected radiation beam may be reduced. In order to 
enhance the reliability of the information patterns recorded, 
in another preferred embodiment, the optimum write power 
(P) used in step 37 has a value determined by the following 
equation: 

aw 

P = PH Rval 
walley 

where R represent the average value of the reflected signal 
corresponding to the storage unit, P is the write power cor 
responding to the Hth stage. 

Referring to FIG. 4, a third preferred embodiment of the 
invention is disclosed. In the third preferred embodiment, an 
error-rate, E, occurred in reading ATIP codes is employed to 
decide the data write on the storage unit. According to the 
third preferred embodiment, N stages are initially defined, 
where N is positive integer number. For instance, Ith stage 
corresponds to an error-ratio threshold value (E), where I is 
an integer ranging from 1 to N, for determining the writing 
of data on the storage unit. Each stage also corresponds to a 
write speed and a write power used to write data on the 
storage unit. At the start point, step S40 is performed to 
define the N stages recited above. Afterwards, step S41 is 
performed. In step S41, the storage unit is scanned. Step S42 
is then performed to read ATIP codes on the pregroove cor 
responding to the storage unit and the error-ratio is generated 
based on a predetermined formula recited hereinafter and the 
error-count obtained. As with the first or second embodiment 
recited above, the error-count is generated by comparing the 
data obtained with the predetermined ATIP codes corre 
sponding to the storage unit. Step S43 is the performed. The 
step S43 decides if the error-ratio (E) obtained is lower than 
the threshold value (E) corresponding to the Ith stage, where 
I ranging from 1 to N. If YES in step S43, step S44 is then 
performed. In step S44, the data are written on the storage 
unit based on the write speed and the write power corre 
sponding to the Ith stage, i.e. Si and Pi. If NO in step S43, 
step S45 is then performed. In step S45, the storage unit is 
labeled as unrecordable. 

In one embodiment, in step S42, the error-ratio is calcu 
lated by the following equation: 

error-number 
error-ratO = -- 

storage unit 

Referring to FIG. 5, a fourth preferred embodiment of the 
invention is disclosed. In the fourth preferred embodiment, 
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6 
an error-ratio (E) occurred in reading ATIP codes and a 
reflected signal are employed to decide the data write on the 
storage unit. According to the fourth preferred embodiment, 
N stages are initially defined, where N is a positive integer. 
Each Ith stage corresponds to a first threshold value (E1) and 
a second threshold value (R), where I is an integer ranging 
from 1 to N, for determining the writing of data on the stor 
age unit. Each stage corresponds to a write speed S and a 
write power P used to write data on the storage unit. The first 
threshold value associates with the error-ratio and the second 
threshold value associates with the reflected signal. 
At the start point of the invention, step S50 is performed to 

define the N stages recited above. Afterwards, step S51 is 
performed. In step S51, the storage unit is scanned. In step 
S52, the data on the pregroove corresponding to the storage 
unit are read and an error-ratio (E) is generated according to 
a predetermined formula. Step S53 is then performed to read 
the reflected signal corresponding to the storage unit. The 
reflected signal obtained has a valley value (Rn). The step 
S54 decides whether the error-ratio (E) obtained in step S52 
is less than the first threshold value (E) corresponding to the 
Ith stage, where I ranging from 1 to N. If YES in step S54, 
step S55 is then performed. The step S55 decides whether 
the valley value (Rn) is higher than the second threshold 
value (R) corresponding to the Jth stage, where J is an inte 
gerranging from 1 to N, I is obtained from Step S54. If No in 
step S54, step S57 is then performed. In step S57, the storage 
unit is labeled as unrecordable. If YES in step S55, step S56 
is then performed. In step S56, the data are written on the 
storage unit based on the write speed and the write power 
corresponding to the Jth stage, where J is obtained in Step 
S55. If NO in step S55, step S57 is then performed to label 
the storage unit is unrecordable. 
Two illustrative paths, i.e. path 1 and path 2 shown in FIG. 

5, are used to explain the embodiment. Along the path 1, in 
step S54, the error-ratio (E) regarding the storage unit is 
determined to be less than the first threshold value (E3) cor 
responding to the third stage such that (R&Rs?) in step 
S54 is then performed. Afterwards, along the path 1, in step 
S55, the valley value of the reflected signal regarding the 
storage unit is determined to be higher than the second 
threshold value (R4) corresponding to the fourth stage Such 
that (S=S P=P) in step S55 is then performed to write the 
data on the storage unit based on the write speed S and the 
write power P. Similarly, along path 2, in step S54, the error 
ratio (E) regarding the storage unit is found to be less than 
the first threshold value (E2) corresponding to the second 
stage such that (R.-R.?) in step S54 is then performed. 
Afterwards, in step S55, the valley value of the reflected 
signal regarding the storage unit is determined as being less 
than the second threshold values RN corresponding to the 
Nth stage. Therefore, step S57 is then performed to label the 
storage unit as being unrecordable. 

Similarly, in order to enhance the reliability of the infor 
mation patterns recorded, in another preferred embodiment, 
the optimum write power (P) used in step 56 has a value 
determined by the following equation: 

Rav 
Rvalley P = PH 

where R represents the average value of the reflected sig 
nal corresponding to the storage unit, P is the write power 
corresponding to the Hth stage decided in step S55. 
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In one embodiment, in step S52, the error-ratio is calcu 
lated by the following equation: 

error-number 
error-ratO = -- 

storage unit 

To sum up, the current invention disclose the recording 
system for recording applied information onto the record 
carrier 116. The recording system comprises (a) the record 
carrier 116 and (b) the recording apparatus 1 assigned with a 
predetermined allow-to-record value. 
The record carrier 116 is of an inscribe type (CD-R or 

CD-RW disk), as the ATIP FM modulation coding defined in 
Philips CD-RW standard “Orange Book”, the record carrier 
comprises: (a) the preformed servo track intended for 
recording the applied information, and (b) the precondi 
tioned control-information pattern indicating a control 
information, the control-information pattern taking the form 
of a preformed track modulation of the servo track. 
The recording apparatus 1 is assigned with a predeter 

mined allow-to-record value, and the recording apparatus 1 
comprises: (a) the recording means (read/write head 105) for 
recording the applied information onto the servo track, (b) 
the reading means (read/write head 105) for scanning the 
servo track and deriving the control information from the 
scanned servo track modulation, (c) means (firmware stored 
in the microprocessor 110) for generating certain signal cor 
responding to the targeted storage unit of the servo track, and 
(d) control means (firmware stored in the microprocessor 
110) for controlling the recording process. The signal gener 
ated by firmware can be either the error-count indicative for 
the number of errors is read, or the reflective signal value 
indicative for the strength of reflective signal. 
The microprocessor 110 will make the applied informa 

tion can be recorded onto the servo track only when the 
error-count of the targeted storage unit of the servo track is 
less than the predetermined allow-to-record value corre 
sponding to each recording stage. 

In practical application, before writing data on the storage 
units of the record carrier, the invention is employed to 
detect the defects of storage units and mark them as unre 
cordable. Furthermore, the recording setting, i.e. write speed 
and write power, of each storage unit are respectively deter 
mined. The configuration results obtained by the invention 
are recorded in a area, e.g. TOC (table of content), on the 
record carrier for future use. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for controlling a recording apparatus to 

recorda an applied information on one of a plurality of 
storage units of a record carrier, in which the record carrier is 
provided with a preformed servo track, and said servo track 
is preconditioned with a control-information pattern, the 
plurality of storage units being arranged along said servo 
track, said method comprising the steps of 

(1) defining a plurality of recording stages based on an a 
number of errors occurred in a targeted storage unit, 
each recording stage being corresponding to a predeter 
mined writing speed; 

(2) reading the control-information pattern from the tar 
geted Storage unit; 

(3) generating an error-count by calculating the number of 
errors that occurred in step (2): 

(4) adjusting the writing speed of the recording apparatus 
to record the applied information to the targeted storage 
unit, according to one of the plurality of recording 
stages corresponding to the error-count; and 
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(5) stop recording applied information on the targeted 

storage unit, if none of the plurality of recording stages 
being corresponding to the error-count. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein each recording stage 
being further corresponding corresponds to a predeter 
mined writing power in the step (1), and the writing speed 
power of the recording apparatus to record the applied infor 
mation to the targeted Storage unit is also adjusted in the step 
(4). 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the control 
information pattern is formed as a FM modulation of wobble 
modulated code to indicate the absolute time of the servo 
track. 

4. A method for writing data on a storage unit on a record 
carrier having a pregroove on which predetermined Absolute 
Time In Pregroove (ATIP) codes are marked, a predeter 
mined sets of number-ranges being defined, each set of 
number-range corresponding to a write speed and a write 
power used to write data on the storage unit, said method 
comprising the steps of 

(1) reading data on the pregroove corresponding to the 
storage unit; 

(2) generating an error-count by comparing the data 
obtained in step (1) with the predetermined ATIP codes 
corresponding to the storage unit; 

(3) determining whether the error-count obtained falls 
within one set of number-range; and 
(31) if No in step (3), labeling the storage unit as unre 

cordable; 
(32) if YES in step (3), writing data on the storage unit 

based on the write speed and the write power corre 
sponding to said one set of number-range. 

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising a step of: 
(4) writing the result of step (3) on an area on the record 

carrier. 
6. A method for writing data on a storage unit on a record 

carrier having a pregroove on which predetermined Absolute 
Time In Pregroove (ATIP) codes are marked, N successive 
stages being defined, N being a natural number, each stage 
corresponding to a number-range and a reflected-signal 
range for determining the writing of data on the storage unit, 
each stage also corresponding to a write speed and a write 
power used to write data on the storage unit, said method 
comprising the steps of 

(1) Scanning the storage unit, and reading a reflected Sig 
nal corresponding to the storage unit and data on the 
pregroove corresponding to the storage unit, the 
reflected signal having a valley value (Rn); 

(2) generating an error-count by comparing the data 
obtained in step (1) with the predetermined ATEP) 
ATIP codes corresponding to the storage unit; 

(3) determining whether the error-count obtained falls 
within the number-range corresponding to the Ith stage 
of the N stages where I is an integer ranging 1 to N: 
(31) if No in step (3), labeling the storage unit as unre 

cordable; 
(32) if YES in step (3), determining whether the valley 

value (Rn) falls within the reflected-signal range 
corresponding to the Jth stage of the N stage where J 
is an integer ranging from 1 to N: 

(321) if NO in step (32), labeling the storage unit as 
unrecordable; 

(322) if YES in step (32), writing data on the storage 
unit based on the write speed and the write power 
corresponding to the Jth stage. 
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7. The method of claim 6, further comprising a step of 
(4) writing the result of step (3) on an area on the record 

carrier. 
8. The method of claim 7, an optimum writer power (P) 

corresponding to the Jth stage is used to write the data and is 
determined by the following equation: 

Rav 
P = PH Rvalley 

walley 

wherein R represent the average value of the reflected 
signal corresponding to the storage unit, P is the write 
power corresponding to the Jth stage. 

9. A method for writing data on a storage unit on a record 
carrier having a pregroove on which predetermined Absolute 
Time In Pregroove (ATIP) codes are marked, N successive 
stages being defined where N is a natural number, each stage 
corresponding to a threshold value for determining the writ 
ing of data on the storage unit, each stage also corresponding 
to a write speed and a write power used to write data on the 
storage unit, said method comprising the steps of: 

(1) reading data on the pregroove corresponding to the 
storage unit; 

(2) generating an error-ratio regarding the comparison 
between the data obtained in step (1) with the predeter 
mined ATIP codes corresponding to the storage unit; 

(3) determining whether the error-ratio obtained is just 
lower than the threshold value corresponding to the Ith 
stage of the N stages where I is an integer ranging 1 to 
N; and 
(31) if No in step (3), labeling the storage unit as unre 

cordable; 
(32) if YES in step (3), writing data on the storage unit 

based on the write speed and the write power corre 
sponding to the Ith stage. 

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising a step of: 
(4) writing the result of step (3) on an area on the record 

carrier. 
11. The method of claim 10, wherein in step (2) an error 

count is also generated by comparing the data obtained in 
step (1) with the predetermined ATIP codes corresponding to 
the storage unit, and the error-ratio is calculated by the fol 
lowing equation: 

error-number 
error-ratO = --. 

storage unit 

12. A method for writing data on a storage unit on a record 
carrier having a pregroove on which predetermined Absolute 
Time In Pregroove (ATIP) codes are marked, N stages being 
defined where N is a natural number, each stage correspond 
ing to a first threshold value and a second threshold value for 
determining the writing of data on the storage unit, each 
stage also corresponding to a write speed and a write power 
used to write data on the storage unit, said method compris 
ing the steps of 

)1) scanning the storage unit, reading a reflected signal 
corresponding to the storage unit and data on the pre 
groove corresponding to the storage unit, the reflected 
signal having a valley value (R): 

(2) generating an error-ratio regarding the comparison 
between the data obtained in step (1) with the predeter 
mined ATEPATIP codes corresponding to the storage 
unit, 
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(3) determining whether the error-ratio obtained is just 

lower than the first threshold value corresponding to the 
Ith stage of the N stages where I is an integer ranging 1 
to N, and 
(31) if No in step (3), labeling the storage unit as unre 

cordable; 
(32) if YES in step (3), determining whether the valley 

value (Rn) is just higher than the second thresh 
old corresponding to the Jth stage where J is integer 
ranging 1 to N: 

(321) if NO in step (32), labeling the storage unit as 
unrecordable; 

(322) if YES in step (32), writing data on the storage 
unit based on the write speed and the write power 
corresponding to the Jth stage. 

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising a step of: 
(4) writing the result of step (3) on an area on the record 

carrier. 
14. The method of claim 13, wherein an optimum writer 

power (P) corresponding to the Jth stage is used to write the 
data and is determined by the following equation: 

Rav 
P = PH Rvalley 

walley 

wherein R represent the average value of the reflected 
signal corresponding to the storage unit, P is the write 
power corresponding to the Jth stage. 

15. The method of claim 13, wherein in step (2) an error 
count is also generated by comparing the data obtained in 
step (1) with the predetermined ATIP codes corresponding to 
the storage unit, and the error-ratio is calculated by the fol 
lowing equation: 

error-number 
error-ratO E --. 

storage unit 

16. A method of writing an applied information to a 
record carrier, the record carrier having a pregroove on 
which a predetermined control-information pattern are 
marked, said method comprising the steps of 

(1) scanning the record carrier and reading the control 
information pattern, 

(2) generating an error-count by calculating the number 
of errors occurred in Step (I), and 

(3) determining a writing speed to record the applied 
information to the record carrier according to the 
error-Cotint. 

17. The method of claim 16, filrther comprising: 
(4) writing the applied information to a storage unit of the 

record carrier according to the writing speed. 
18. The method of claim 17, wherein the control 

information pattern is Absolute Time In Pregroove (ATIP) 
codes. 

19. The method of claim 17, wherein the step (I) further 
comprises: reading a reflected signal corresponding to the 
storage unit, the reflected signal having a valley value 
(Raite). 

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the write speed and a 
write power for the storage unit are determined based on the 
valley value (Rn) and the error-count. 

21. The method of claim 20, N successive stages being 
predefined and N being a natural number, each stage being 
corresponding to a number-range and a reflected-signal 
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range for determining the writing speed and the writing 
power of the applied information on the storage unit, 
wherein the step of determining the write speed and the write 
power for the targeted storage unit based on the valley value 
(Rite) and the error-count comprising: 

determining whether the error-count falls within the 
number-range corresponding to the Ith stage of the N 
stages where I is an integer ranging 1 to Ni 

if the error-count falls within the number-range corre 
sponding to the Ith stage, determining whether the val 
ley value (Rn) falls within the reflected-signal range 
corresponding to the Jth stage of the N stage where J is 
an integer ranging from 1 to N, and 

12 
if the valley value (Rn) falls within the reflected-signal 

range corresponding to the Jth stage, the write speed 
and the write power corresponding to the Jth stage 
being used as the write speed and the write power for 
the storage unit. 

22. The method of claim 21, if the error-count does not fall 
within the number-range corresponding to the Ith stage, 
labeling the storage unit as unrecordable. 

23. The method of claim 21, if the valley valve (Rn) 
does not fall within the reflected-signal range corresponding 
to the Jth stage, labeling the storage unit as unrecordable. 

k k k k k 


